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PAPER

Distributed flow estimation and closed-loop control of an underwater
vehicle with amulti-modal artificial lateral line
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1 Department of Aerospace Engineering and Institute for SystemsResearch, University ofMaryland, College Park,MD20742,USA
2 Department of Electrical andComputer Engineering,Michigan StateUniversity, East Lansing,MI 48824,USA

E-mail: dpaley@umd.edu
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Abstract
Bio-inspired sensingmodalities enhance the ability of autonomous vehicles to characterize and
respond to their environment. This paper concerns the lateral line of cartilaginous and bonyfish,
which is sensitive tofluidmotion and allowsfish to sense oncoming flow and the presence of walls or
obstacles. The lateral line consists of two types of sensingmodalities: canal neuromastsmeasure
approximate pressure gradients, whereas superficial neuromastsmeasure localflow velocities. By
employing an artificial lateral line, the performance of underwater sensing and navigation strategies is
improved in dark, cluttered, ormurky environments where traditional sensingmodalitiesmay be
hindered. This paper presents estimation and control strategies enabling an airfoil-shaped unmanned
underwater vehicle to assimilatemeasurements from a bio-inspired,multi-modal artificial lateral line
and estimateflowproperties for feedback control.We utilize potentialflow theory tomodel the fluid
flowpast a foil in a uniform flow and in the presence of an upstreamobstacle.We derive theoretically
justified nonlinear estimation strategies to estimate the free stream flowspeed, angle of attack, and the
relative position of an upstreamobstacle. The feedback control strategy uses the estimated flowprop-
erties to execute bio-inspired behaviors including rheotaxis (the tendency offish to orient upstream)
and station-holding (the tendency offish to position behind an upstreamobstacle). A robotic proto-
type outfittedwith amulti-modal artificial lateral line composed of ionic polymermetal composite
and embedded pressure sensors experimentally demonstrates the distributed flow sensing and closed-
loop control strategies.

Nomenclature

j, k Indices

t Time

ξ Point in the complex plane

z Point in the complex plane, after
conformalmap

x Real part of complex number z

y Imaginary part of complex number
z; ŷ denotes estimate of y

c0 Conformalmap parameter

R Disk radius

ξ0 Disk center offset

U Free streamflowspeed

α Angle of attack with respect to free
stream flow

Γ Circulation strength of a point
vortex

W Velocity potential function

f(z) Flow velocity at location z; fn(z)
denotes component of flow normal
to sensor

Ω Set of estimated flowfield
parameters

d Diameter of upstreamobstacle

u1 Cross-stream velocity control
input
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u2 Angular velocity control input

Np Number of pressure sensors

Nf Number of velocity sensors

P(z) Pressure at location z

ρ Fluid density

β Set of measurements; β̃ denotes
measurements corrupted by noise

ΔPij
Pressure difference between sen-
sors i and j

q(·) Multi-modal measurement
function

η Zero-meanGaussian noise

σ2 Variance ofGaussian noise

A Set of observations from all sensors

p (·) Probability density function

Ψ Linearmotionmatrix

Σp Process noise

χ Standard deviation of a set of IPMC
measurements

a b,k k Calibration coefficients of the kth
IPMC sensor

K Control gain

1. Introduction

Biologically inspired sensing modalities enable auton-
omous underwater vehicles to navigate unknown,
murky, and cluttered environments that challenge
traditional sensing technologies [1]. For example, the
lateral line of cartilaginous and bony fish and some
aquatic amphibians [2, 3] is sensitive to fluid motion
around the fishʼs body and provides a data source for
flowfield estimation. Engineered systems that emulate
the sensing abilities of the lateral line may enable
autonomous or remote operation of underwater
vehicles even when sensing strategies such as sonar or
vision are inhibited. This paper presents theoretical
and experimental results demonstrating the design
and implementation of an artificial lateral line to
estimate properties of a flowfield and the use of these
estimated properties in real time for feedback control
of an unmanned underwater vehicle.

Stream-dwelling fish have a remarkable ability to
navigate tumultuous, unknown environments riddled
with obstacles [4]. In fact, many species exhibit a beha-
vior known as station holding, in which individuals
are able to sense the relative position of an obstacle in a
current and hold position in its wake [1]. Similarly,
fish are known to orient upstream in a flowfield, a
behavior known as (positive) rheotaxis [4]. These
behaviors are mediated by sensing modalities such as
vision and the lateral line. In fact, fish are able to navi-
gate in the absence of light or without vision [4]. The
lateral line is also believed to play an important role in

schooling [5] and sensing predators [6], prey [7], and
other features in the environment [8, 9]. This paper
presents sensing and control algorithms using an arti-
ficial lateral line to enable autonomous execution of
rheotaxis and station holding, which serve as basic
motion primitives for underwater vehiclemissions.

The lateral line system is composed of hundreds to
thousands of receptors, known as neuromasts, dis-
tributed along the body of the fish [1]. Neuromasts are
divided into two categories. Superficial neuromasts,
which are located on the external surface of the fish,
consist of hair cells encased in a gelatinous dome called
a cupula [3] and sense local flow velocity [10]. Canal
neuromasts are located under the skin in fluid-filled
canals and sense pressure differences between adjacent
pores of the canal [11].

Recent works describe an artificial lateral line for
underwater vehicle sensing with a singlemodality only
[12, 13]. For example, Yang et al [12] created artificial
superficial neuromasts using an array of micro-fabri-
cated hot-wire anemometry sensors. Artificial super-
ficial neuromast sensors have also been developed
using ionic polymer metal composites (IPMC) [14]
and multi-layered silicon beams [15]. (For a compre-
hensive review of biomimetic hair sensors similar to
the superficial neuromast system, see Tao and Yu
[13].) Other works have emulated the function of
canal neuromasts using pressure [11, 16, 17], optical
[18], and capacitive [19] sensor arrays. This paper pre-
sents the first known use of amulti-modal artificial lat-
eral line with both pressure-difference and local
velocity sensors. Using a multi-modal lateral line
increases system robustness to individual sensor fail-
ure and the observability of flow properties that are
only weakly detectable by one modality or the other.
As we show, an additional benefit of using both pres-
sure-difference and velocity sensing is the ability to
greatly simplify sensor calibration using a novel boot-
strapping procedure.

Several previous works have implemented unim-
odal sensor arrays for bio-inspired flow sensing and
closed-loop control. Gao and Triantafyllou [20] used a
pressure sensor array to control the angle of attack of
an underwater vehicle with respect to a freestream
flow. Salumae and Kruusma used pressure-difference
measurements to demonstrate rheotaxis [21]. In other
work, the same authors used heuristic methods to
demonstrate station holding [22]. Fernandez used par-
ticle filtering techniques to track vortices near a pres-
sure sensor array [23], whereas Venturelli et al [11]
showed that the position of a Karman vortex street can
be discriminated using a pressure sensor array.

This paper presents flow sensing and control stra-
tegies to provide model-based feedback control algo-
rithms enabling an underwater vehicle to
autonomously emulate bio-inspired behavior. We use
amulti-modal artificial lateral line equipped with both
pressure and velocity sensor arrays. The technical
approach is to utilize tools from potential flow theory
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and nonlinear estimation and control to model the
flow around a streamlined foil. Nonlinear estimators
assimilate noisy measurements to estimate quantities
of interest in the flowfield and feedback controllers
replicate the desired behavior. We implement the esti-
mation and control strategies on a∼10 cm robotic test-
bed equipped with a multi-modal artificial lateral line
and estimate flowspeed and angle of attack of the flow-
field in a laboratory-scale flow channel. A key aspect of
the control testbed is that the measurements are inte-
grated by the nonlinear estimator over space and time
to overcomemodel error and to resolve uncertain fea-
tures of the flow environment such as the size and rela-
tive position of an upstreamobstacle.

The contributions of this work are (1) the design
of distributed estimation algorithms that allow an
underwater vehicle to estimate properties of an under-
water environment by assimilating noisy measure-
ments from pressure and velocity sensors; (2) closed-
loop control algorithms incorporating estimated flow-
field properties to enable an underwater vehicle to
emulate rheotaxis and station holding behaviors; and
(3) experimental demonstration of the bio-inspired
estimation and control techniques using an artificial
lateral line composed of IPMC and embedded pres-
sure sensors. To incorporate both sensing modalities,
we present a novel bootstrapping calibration strategy
that leverages the strengths of pressure sensing in
order to associate IPMC sensor amperage measure-
ments with localflowvelocity.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 uses
potential flow theory to model the flow around a
streamlined underwater vehicle in a uniform flowfield
and in the wake of an obstacle. Section 3 presents a
state-space motion and measurement model for an
underwater vehicle outfitted with a multi-modal arti-
ficial lateral line and derives nonlinear estimation stra-
tegies allowing an underwater vehicle to estimate the
flowfield. Section 4 presents the design, fabrication,
and implementation of a bio-inspired lateral line
incorporating IPMC and pressure sensors in

distributed arrays. It also presents a novel boot-
strapping method enabling calibration of the multi-
modal artificial lateral line without external flow or
orientation references. Section 5 presents experi-
mental results demonstrating rheotaxis and station-
holding behaviors using the artificial lateral line con-
trol system. Section 6 summarizes the paper and ongo-
ingwork.

2. Fluid and vehiclemodeling

This section describes a two-dimensional model of
fluid flow past a streamlined foil. We use elementary
potential flow functions to first model the flow around
a disk in the complex plane, which is then transformed
to produce the flow around a foil using conformal
mapping [24]. The flow models developed in this
section are used in sections 3 and 5 to design and
implement estimation and control strategies for bio-
inspired behavior. Section 2.1 describes a model of a
foil in the presence of a uniform flowfield without
obstacles. Section 2.2 augments the uniform flow
model by including an upstream bluff body at moder-
ate to high Reynolds numbers, in which the obstacle
produces a turbulent wake [23]. The analytical flow
models developed in this section approximately cap-
ture the general flow structure and are implemented in
section 3 to facilitate realtime estimation of flowspeed
and angle of attack and—if present—the size and
relative position of an upstreamobstacle.

2.1.Obstacle-freeflowmodel
Consider a point ξ ∈ in the complex plane. The
coordinate transformation [24]

ξ
ξ

= + ∈z
c

, (1)0
2

maps shapes according to the transformation variable
∈c0 . In particular, choosing ξ= −c R | |0 0 maps a

disk of radiusR offset along the real axis by ξ ∈0 to a
symmetric, streamlined foil as shown in figure 1(a)

Figure 1. Simulated uniform flowfieldwith free streamflowspeedU=0.2m s−1 around (a) a foil with ξ = −R( , ) (4.35, 1.5) cm0 at
angle of attackα = °10 and (b) a foil in the wake of a 5 cmdiameter cylinder and angle of attackα = °0 .
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[24]. Note, the foil shape is defined by the transforma-
tion (1) and the parameters ξR( , )0 .

Using the mapping (1), we model the flow around
a disk in the complex plane in order to generate the
corresponding flow around a foil. Assuming an invis-
cid, incompressible and irrotational fluid (which is
justified at low flow speeds where flow separation and
viscous effects are minimal [24]), the flow around a
disk is represented by the sum of elementary potential
functions. Let >U 0 be the free stream speed of the
uniform flow, α denote the angle of attack of the foil
relative to the free stream flow, and Γ ∈disk denote
the circulation of a vortex. (Note the potential flow
approximation is valid only for small angles of attack,
so we takeα ∈ − ° °[ 15 , 15 ] to be consistent with sym-
metric foils at low Reynolds numbers [25].) The velo-
city potential is [24, 26]

ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ

Γ
π

ξ ξ

= − +
−

− −

α α−( )

( )

W U
R

U( ) e e

i

2
ln . (2)

uni 0
i

2

0

i

disk
0

The terms on the right-hand side correspond to the
uniform flow, a doublet, and a vortex located at the
center of the disk [24, 26]. The final term on the right-
hand side of (2) represents the potential due to a vortex
centered at ξ0 that enforces flow stagnation at the
trailing edge of the foil [24].

For any velocity potential function, the conjugate

flow = −f u v* i is the gradient of the potential taken
with respect to z-coordinates, i.e., [24]

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ξ ξ

= ∂
∂

∂
∂

−

f z
W z

* ( ) . (3)
1

For any velocity potential corresponding to flow
around the foil, the Kutta condition [24, 26] stipulates
that the flow must be continuous around the foil,
which implies that the flow must stagnate at the foilʼs
trailing edge. This condition determines the vortex

circulationΓdisk in (2) by enforcing =f z* ( ) 0 in (3) at
the foilʼs trailing edge, giving Γ π α= − RU4 sindisk

[24, 26]. For a known body shape ( ξR, 0), the uniform
flowfield (3) is parameterized by the set3

Ω α= U( , )uni characterized by the free stream flow-
speed and angle of attack. Equation (3) with velocity
potential (2) generates the streamlines and flowspeed
illustrated infigure 1(a).

Note that (3) provides the flow around the foil in
ξ-plane coordinates rather than in z coordinates. The
inverse of the Joukowski mapping (1) yields the z-
plane coordinates [9].We concern ourselves only with
points outside the disk to calculate the conjugate flow

f *, as shown in figure 1(a). The figure also shows how
we measure the angle of attack α of the body-fixed

reference frame  attached to the foil relative to the
lab-fixed reference frame aligned with the upstream
direction.

2.2.Modeling an obstacle,moderate to high
Reynolds number
This section augments the uniform flow model by
including the wake behind an obstacle. At relatively
high flow speeds (equivalently Reynolds numbers) the
wake becomes turbulent and is characterized by an
envelope of turbulent flow downstream of the obstacle
[23]. The flowfield is a solution to the two-dimen-
sional Navier–Stokes equation, which cannot be
solved in real time but often admits simplified
approximations [27]. Many authors have used poten-
tial theory to approximate the obstacle wake structure
by including a combination of elementary potential
functions such as sources and sinks [28, 29]. To
maintain computational simplicity in the model used
for real time estimation, we approximate the flow by
modeling the obstacle and its associated wake as a
point source located at the center of the true obstacle
position. Although the potential flow model intro-
duces model error compared to the real flow condi-
tions, it nonetheless sufficiently describes the general
wake structure [23].

Let = +z x yiobs obs obs denote the position of the
obstacle in the z-plane, where xobs is the upstream
component and yobs denotes the cross-stream compo-
nent relative to the foil (at α = 0) [23]. This method
generates an obstacle commonly referred to as a Ran-
kine half body [23, 26]. The inverse of the Joukowski
mapping (1) gives the obstacle position relative to the
cylinder in ξ coordinates, denoted by ξobs. Let d be the
obstacle diameter. Augmenting the uniform flow
potential (2) with the point source and using the
Milne-Thomson circle theorem [30] to ensure no nor-
mal flow through the surface of the disk gives the
obstacle potential function

ξ ξ ξ

ξ

= + −

+ −
ξ( )

( )W W( ) ln

ln . (4)

d

d R

obs uni 2 obs

2 obs
*

2

Equation (3) with velocity potential (4) provides the
conjugate flow relative to the foil. Note that the wake
model is characterized by four parameters, i.e.,
Ω α= U z d( , , , )obs obs . Figure 1(b) illustrates the
flowfield model (4) for a cylindrical obstacle with
diameter d = 5 cm. The obstacle is superimposed over
the source location and its position = +z x yiobs obs obs

relative to the foil is shown. Note the streamlines curve
outward around the obstacle surface.

3. State-spacemodeling and estimation

3.1.Motion andmeasurementmodel
As described in section 4, the foil is connected to a
robotic gantry system capable of kinematic control of

3
We use bold fonts to represent a column matrix, e.g., of sensor

positions = z z zz [ ... ]N
T

1 2 , or a set of parameters, e.g.,
Ω Ω Ω Ω= ( , ,..., )M1 2 .
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its cross-stream position y and orientation α relative to
the oncoming flow. Under the kinematic-control
assumptionwe have

α
=
=

y u

u

˙ ,

˙ , (5)
1

2

where u1 and u2 are the cross-stream velocity and
rotation-rate control inputs, respectively.

The foil is outfitted withNf flow sensors located at
positions ∈z fi

, =i N1 ,..., f with sensor length l and

Np pressure sensors located at positions z pj
,

=j N1 ,..., p. The flow velocity at each sensor position
is given by the conjugate of the flow model (3) or (4)
evaluated at the sensor location. Assume that the ith
velocity sensor measures the square of the component
of the flow normal to the sensor orientation at the tip
of the sensor, denoted f z| ( )|n f

2
i

. Each pressure sensor

measures the local pressure given by Bernoulliʼs
equation [26]

Ω Ωρ= −( ) ( )P z C f z;
1

2
; , (6)p p

2

j j

where ρ is the density of water and C is a constant. To
eliminate dependence on the constant C we use the
difference in pressure between two measurement
locations Ω ΩΔ = −P P z P z( ; ) ( ; )i j p p, i j

, analogous to

the canal neuromast architecture in fish. The
equations representing measurements from Nf flow
sensors andNm pressure differencemeasurements are

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

Ω

Ω

β

β

β Δ

β Δ

=

⋮

=

=

⋮
=

+

+ −

( )f z

f z

P

P

; ,

; ,

,

, (7)

n f

N n f

N

N N N N

1

2

2

1 1,2

1,

f N f

f

f m p p

1

where = −Nm
N

N

!

2 ! ( 2) !

p

p
is the number of unique

pressure-sensor pairs. Let ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦= +z zz ... N N

T

1 f p
and

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥β β β= +... N N

T

1 f m
be ×N 1i vectors of themeasure-

ment positions andflowmeasurements, respectively.
Combining the motion model (5) with the mea-

surement model (7) under the assumption that the
vehicle moves quasi-statically in a uniform flow (3)
gives the nonlinear state-spacemodel

β Ω

α
=
=

= ( )

y u
u

q z

˙ ,
˙ ,

; , (8)

1

2

uni

where ∈ + ×q(·) N N( ) 1f m represents the measurement
function in (7). For a known body shape ξR( , )0 , the
uniform flowfield (3) is parameterized by the two-
dimensional parameter space Ω α= U( , )uni . By
assimilating measurements collected at the sensor

locations z , one can reconstruct the flowfield by
estimatingΩuni.

In the presence of an upstream obstacle, the flow is
modeled by (4). We write the kinematics of the obsta-
cle relative to the body-fixed reference frame, where
for simplicity we assume the angle of attack is held
fixed at zero for all time. This yields the state-space
model of an obstacle at moderate to high Reynolds
number

β Ω

= −

= ( )
y u

q z

˙

; . (9)

obs 1

obs

Note, optimization of the positions of pressure
and flow velocity sensors in order to maximize flow-
field observability is outside the scope of this paper and
has been partially addressed elsewhere [10, 31].

3.2. Flowfield estimation
This section presents a recursive Bayesian filtering
algorithm to estimate an unknown flowfield using a
sensor array. Due to its simplicity of implementation,
the grid-based recursive filter is advantageous for low-
dimensional state-space representations of the flow-
field with linear parameter kinematics and nonlinear
measurement models such as the flow models (3)
and (4).

Estimation of a spatiotemporal flowfield of the
form (3) can be accomplished by assimilating noisy
measurements. For linear systems with Gaussian noise
the optimal Bayesian filter is the Kalman filter,
whereas for nonlinear systems with nonlinear noise
models a common Bayesian filter is a particle filter
[32]. In either case, the flow estimate is encapsulated
in a state vector, which for example may contain the
flow velocity at a large number of grid points. An alter-
native we pursue here is a state Ω that contains only a
set of parameters from which the flowfield can be
reconstructed. This representation provides a sig-
nificant reduction in computations, making it attrac-
tive for use in a dynamic feedback controller. (Note
that this representation is only possible for a para-
meterized flowfield.) For example, the uniform flow
model (3) is defined by the parametersΩ α= U( , )uni ,
such that the flowfield at zk is

Ω Ω= +f u z v z( ; ) i ( ; )k k k , whereas the obstacle flow
(4) is parameterized byΩ α= U z d( , , , )obs obs .

The Bayesian formalism proceeds as follows [32].
Let Ω̂ denote the parameter estimates and
β β η= +k̃ k k denote a noisy observation collected
from the kth sensor (or sensor pair), where we assume
the noise ηk is normally distributed with zero mean
and variance σk

2. Denote β β= … +A { ˜ , , ˜ }N N1 f m
as the

set of observations from all sensors. The posterior
probability of the stateΩ given themeasurementsA is

Ω Ω Ωκ= ( )p p pA A A( ) ) ( , (10)0

where κ ensures that Ωp A( | ) has unit integral over the
state space. The likelihood function Ωp A( | )
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represents the conditional probability of the observa-
tions A given the state Ω and Ωp A( | )0 represents the
prior probability distribution. Note that, in the
absence of observations or any information other than
parameter bounds, the prior probability Ωp A( | )0 is
uniform.

For each point Ω in the state space, we choose a
multivariate Gaussian likelihood function for the flow
measurements β̃k, =k N1 ,..., f ,

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥

Ω

Ω

β

π σ σ
β

=

− −( )

( )p

f z

˜

1

2
exp

1

2
; ˜ , (11)

k

f f
n f k2

2 2

k k

k

and for the pressure difference measurements β̃ j,

= + +j N N N1 ,...,f f m,

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥Ω Ωβ

π σ σ
Δ β= − −( ) ( )p P˜ 1

2
exp

1

2
( ) ˜ , (12)j

p p
j j2

2

j j

respectively. Choosing Gaussian likelihood functions
in (11) and (12) ensures that measurements equal to
the theoretically predicted values are assigned the
largest probability density, although the Gaussian
form is not required for this method. Assuming that
the measurements are taken from +N Nf m sensors,
the posterior probability density of the parameter
estimate Ω is obtained using the joint measurement
likelihood combining both flow and pressure differ-
encemeasurements as follows

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟∏Ω Ω Ωκ β=

=

+

( ) ( )p p pA A( ) ˜ , (13)
k

N N

k
1

0

f m

where Ωβp ( ˜ | )k is given by (11) for =k N1 ,..., f and

(12) for = + +k N N N1 ,...,f f m. The point Ω̂ in the
parameter space corresponding to the maximum
(mode) of the posterior probability Ωp A( | ) provides
the maximum likelihood estimate of the flowfield
parameters.

Figure 2 illustrates the likelihood and posterior
probability density functions corresponding to assim-
ilation of flowspeed and pressure difference

measurements at one time instant, assuming the uni-
form flowmodel (2) is used to estimate the free stream
parameters Ω = °−(0.3 m s , 10 )uni

1 . Figure 2(a)
shows the likelihood function resulting from assim-
ilating eight flow sensor measurements, starting from
a uniform prior distribution where σ = −0.01 m sf

1
k

for sensors =k 1 ,..., 8. Figure 2(b) illustrates the like-
lihood function resulting from assimilation of six
pressure difference measurements (from four pres-
sure sensors), where σ = 0.2 KPapj

for all =j 1 ,..., 6

pressure differences.
A key benefit of the Bayesian approach is its ability

to fuse data from multiple noisy sensing modalities.
Figure 2(c) shows the posterior probability density
resulting from combined pressure and flow velocity
sensing. The white circle corresponds to the true flow-
field parameters. Note in figures 2(a) and (b) that the
flow velocity and pressure difference measurements
are complementary in the following sense. At this
angle of attack, theflow velocitymeasurements tend to
reduce uncertainty in the flowspeed, whereas the pres-
sure difference measurements tend to reduce uncer-
tainty in the angle of attack. Fusing the two modalities
results in a tighter probability density around the true
flowfield parameters than would be obtained from
either one alone.

Equation (13) represents spatial integration over
the sensor array. Temporal integration is accom-
plished in the Bayesian framework by using the poster-
ior at time step Δ−t t to generate the prior at time t,
i.e.

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ ∫∏

Ω

Ω Ω Ω

Ω Ω

κ β Δ

Δ Δ Δ

= −

− − −
=

( )

( )

p t t

p t t p t t t

p t t t t t t

A

A

( ) ( )

˜ ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))

( ( ) ( ))d ( ), (14)

k

N

k
1

where Δ= −t t t tA A A A( ) { ( ), ( ),..., (0)} represents
all measurements up to time t and the motion model

Ω Ω Δ−p t t t( ( )| ( )) updates the probability density
function from Δ−t t to t [33, pages 372–75]. Define
the motion matrix Ψ and let

Ω Ω ΩΔ Ψ Δ Σ− = −p t t t t t( ( )| ( )) ( ( ); )p , where

Figure 2.Assimilation of spatially distributed velocity and pressure-differencemeasurements. (a) Likelihood function from eightflow
sensormeasurements; (b) likelihood function from six pressure-differencemeasurements; and (c) the resulting posterior probability
density. The ground truth parameter values are illustrated by thewhite circle.
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 ΩΨ Δ Σ−t t( ( ); )p is normally distributed white
noise withmean ΩΨ Δ−t t( ) and varianceΣp.

The recursive Bayesian filter is used in section 5 to
estimate the flow parameters relevant for the design of
rheotactic and station holding controllers. For rheo-
taxis, the state-space of the recursive Bayesian filter is
two-dimensional and corresponds to the free stream
flow parametersΩ α= U( , )uni . For station holding in
moderate to high Reynolds number, we utilize the
recursive Bayesian filter to estimate a subset of the
parameters defining the wake model (4) such that the
filter state-space corresponds to the cross-stream posi-
tion of the obstacle and the obstacle diameter
Ω = y d( , )obs obs .

4. Experimental testbed forflow sensing
and control

This section describes the experimental hardware and
software architecture implemented to demonstrate
bio-inspired flow sensing and control. Section 4.1
presents the design and fabrication of the submerged
foil. Section 4.2 describes the flow tank hardware and
gantry system for controlling the foil motion.
Section 4.3 presents experimental data confirming that
the IPMC sensors are sensitive to the square of the
component of the flow normal to the sensor at its
location. Section 4.4 presents a novel bootstrapping
strategy that employs the pressure sensors to calibrate
the IPMC sensors at multiple angles of attack and flow
speeds.

4.1. IPMCflow sensors
IPMCs are an important class of electroactive poly-
mers with built-in actuation and sensing capabilities
[34, 35]. IPMCs have inherent sensing properties: an
applied force or deformation on an IPMC beam yields
a detectable electrical signal (typically open-circuit
voltage or short-circuit current) across the electrodes
[36]. The direct mechanosensory property and inher-
ent polarity of IPMCs are essential to the construction
of an artificial lateral line system and the collection of
flow information. (For a detailed discussion of the
mechanosensory and manufacturing process of IPMC
sensors the interested reader is referred to [14]
and [37].)

We designed and constructed a robotic fish proto-
type outfitted with eight IPMC sensors and four
embedded pressure sensors [36, 38]. The robot proto-
type is a 3D-printed 2D-airfoil shape characterized by
Joukowski mapping parameters ξ =R c( , , )0 0

−(4.35, 1.5, 2.85) cm and extruded in the vertical
direction, as shown in figure 3. The prototype is
designed using a modular approach to (1) enable con-
venient installation and replacement of both IPMC
and pressure sensors, (2) maintain flexibility in the
number and placement of sensors around the foil, and
(3) ensure a compact structure appropriate for its

operating environment. The body has ten clamping
blocks on each side, providing twenty sensor mount-
ing slots for IPMC sensors, as shown in figure 3(b).
Above the IPMC sensor blocks, the foil has nine slots
for mounting the pressure sensors, as shown in
figure 3(a). We mount the pressure sensors above the
IPMC sensor block tominimizefluid effects created by
the IPMC sensors, which protrude into the flow.
There are four pairs of symmetric slots for pressure
sensors and an additional slot at the nose of the body.
We use fourMillar Instruments (SPR-524)Mikro-Tip
Catheter Pressure Transducers encased in an open
endedDelrin sheath using Teflon tape. The sensors are
mounted in the forward-most symmetric slots, as
shown infigure 3(b) [10].Mounted in this fashion, the
pressure sensors measure the static pressure, which
enables analysis using the potential flow model in
section 2. The extra slots allow flexibility in the sensor
configuration and provide the opportunity to expand
the sensor array for future experiments. This compact
design maintains the smooth surface of the foil while
providing enough clamping force to hold all the sen-
sors, as shown infigure 3(c).

4.2. Instrumentation, control software, and
flowfield generation
Eight IPMC sensors are placed uniformly around the
front and sides of the prototype, subject to manufac-
turing design constraints. The polar angles of the
sensors are ± °84.9 , ± °105.6 , ± °130.7 , and ± °161.0 ,
measured with respect to the origin as defined in
section 2.1. The sensor length direction is normal to
the foil surface and each sensor is mounted such that it
responds to the two-dimensional flow (z-plane)
tangential to the foil surface at the mount point.
Similarly, the polar angles of the four pressure sensors
are ± °156.3 and ± °170.7 , respectively. Amplified
sensor measurements are assimilated into the recur-
sive Bayesian filter by incorporating Matlab function-
ality within a LabVIEW software interface.

We generate a uniform flowfield using a 185 L flow
tank with an enclosed test section measuring

× ×25 25 87.5 cm. The vehicleʼs orientation and
cross-stream position are controlled using an over-
head gantry system, elevated using a custommade 80/
20 support structure. The interested reader is referred
to [10] for an extensive discussion of the gantry and
flow generation apparatus used in this work.

4.3. IPMCflow sensor analysis
IPMC sensors produce measurements whose magni-
tudes are proportional to the amplitude of vibration,
which motivates the need to better understand basic
components of theflow captured by each IPMC sensor
measurement. The structural and electro-mechanical
modeling of an IPMC sensor subjected to pressure
distributions created by a moving fluid remains the
subject of ongoing work. This section presents
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experimental results suggesting that the standard
deviation of the magnitude of each IPMC measure-
ment corresponds closely to the component of the
flow normal to the sensor, evaluated at its tip. This
finding confirms that the IPMC sensors reflects local
flowspeed information, emulating the superficial neu-
romast systemof the fish lateral line [3].

By collecting data at varying angles of attack and
flow speeds, we find a strong correlation between the
amplitude of the ac signal measured by each sensor and
the square of the component of flow velocity normal to
the sensor evaluated at the sensor tip, as generated using
the potential flow model (2). Figure 4(a) shows the
result of fitting the standard deviation, denoted

Ωχ z( ; )f unik
, of measurements collected by the sensor

with polar angle °130.7 (k = 3) for twenty seconds at
flow speeds ∈ −U [0, 0.6] m s 1 and angles from
α = − °35 to α = °35 (gray surface) to the potential
flowmodel (red surface). Fitted data are collected for 20
s at 500Hz for each flowspeed and angle of attack com-
bination. The standard deviation Ωχ z( ; )k uni of each
20 s data collection atM = 150 different flowspeed and
angle of attack combinations was calculated to generate
thedark gray surface shown infigure 4(a).

The flowfield estimation algorithm requires a
mapping between the sensor measurements (in μA)
and the potential flowmeasured at the sensor location
(in m s−1). To accomplish this mapping we compute
optimal fitting coefficients (a b,k k) to the potential
model by minimizing the mean absolute error fitting
metric

∑ χ α

α

= +

−

=
( ( ) )

( )

J
M

a z U b

f z U

1
; ,

; , , (15)

k

j

M

k j k j j k

n k j j

1

2

for sensors =k 1 ,..., 8 and flow condition combina-
tions =j M1 ,..., . The dark gray surface in figure 4(a)
shows the fitted standard deviation measurements

corresponding to the sensor with polar angle °130.7
(sensor 3). Themean absolute error in each sensor and
the total mean absolute error4 over all flow speeds,
angles of attack, and sensors are shown infigure 4(b).

Although figure 4(a) shows one of the poorest
model fits, out of all sensors, the general structure fol-
lows the trend of the potential flow model. Also note
that the areas of the flowspace ( αU , ) corresponding to
the largest disagreement between the measured and
theoretical data lie at higher flowspeeds and angles of
attack where unmodeled flow separation and viscous
effects are likely. This effect is illustrated in figures 4(c)
and (d), which show themean absolute error and total
mean absolute error plotted versus the free stream
flowspeed and angle of attack, respectively. The total
mean absolute error is defined as themean of the abso-
lute error over all IPMC sensors in the array and is illu-
strated by the dashed black line in each figure. The
average absolute errors of each sensor are denoted by
the colored lines where the color of each line corre-
sponds to the sensor number in figure 4(b). Based on
figures 4(c) and (d), measurement model error is pro-
portional to flowspeed and angle of attack, implying
that one can expect estimation performance to
increase with decreasing flowspeed and angle of attack.

4.4. Bootstrapping the IPMC sensors
An important benefit of the multi-modal artificial
lateral line is its ability to leverage the use of one
sensing modality (pressure differences) to calibrate
another modality (IPMC sensors). This section pre-
sents a novel calibration procedure that utilizes the
pressure sensor array to calibrate the IPMC sensor
array without external flow or orientation references.
Computing the calibration coefficients for each IPMC

Figure 3.Modular design of robotic foil. An array of eight IPMC sensors are installed below an array of four pressure sensors.

4
We use the termmean absolute error to refer to the error of a single

sensor over all flow conditions, whereas the total mean absolute error
denotes the mean absolute error over all sensors in the array and all
flow conditions.
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sensor as described in the previous section requires
external references of the angle of attack and flow-
speed. Priorwork has shown that assimilating pressure
difference measurements provides accurate estima-
tion of flowspeed but often incorrectly estimates the
angle of attack [10]. By zeroing out pressure differ-
ences [10, 11] using a sequence of non-symmetric
sensor pairs, the vehicle steers to fixed angles of attack
relative to the free stream flow velocity. Using
pressure-difference measurements to estimate the
flowspeed, the calibration procedure is completed
without prior knowledge of the flow condition or
external reference for angle of attack.

The procedure leverages the ability of pressure
sensors to provide accurate estimation of the free
stream flowspeed and utilizes pressure-differencing
control to steer the vehicle to orientations with zero
pressure difference, as illustrated in figure 5. We use a
proportional feedback controller based on the pres-
sure difference Ω ΩΔ = −P P z P z( ; ) ( ; )ij p puni unii j

such that the steering control u2 is [10]

Δ= − >u K P K, 0, (16)p ij p2

where i and j correspond to sensors placed on opposite
sides of the body. Figure 5(a) shows three sensor
pairing combinations used in the calibration process
denoted by the non-symmetric pairings z z( , )p p2 3

(bottom left) and z z( , )p p1 4
(bottom right), and the

symmetric pairing z z( , )p p1 3
(top right). The corre-

sponding pressure differences are plotted versus the
angle of attack in figure 5(b) for free stream flowspeed
U = 0.17 m s−1. The unshaded lines correspond to
pressure differences based on potential flow theory,
whereas the lines with shaded regions correspond to
experimental pressure differences, where the shaded
region of the experimental data curves correspond to
one standard deviation of the measured differences.
Note, due to flow separation and unmodeled viscous
effects [10], the experimental pressure differences are
less than the theoretically predicted differences at high
angles of attack, resulting in larger angles of zero
pressure difference for non-symmetric sensor pairs.
The estimated flow speeds and analytically derived
angles of zero pressure difference in figure 5(b)
provide flow conditions from which the procedure in

Figure 4. (a) Result offitting the standard deviation of IPMCmeasurements (dark gray) to the component of flownormal to the
sensor located at polar angle 130.7° (red). (b)Mean absolute error infit for each sensor. (c)Mean absolute error plotted versus
flowspeed; the dashed black line represents the totalmean error over all sensors. (d)Mean absolute error plotted versus angle of attack.
The dashed line in (c) and (d) corresponds to the totalmean absolute error in (b).Note that unmodeled fluid effects increase themean
absolute error withflowspeed and angle of attack.
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equation (15) calculates the required IPMC calibra-
tion coefficients.

The bootstrapping procedure is as follows. The
body is placed in an unknownuniform flow condition.
The steering control (16) calculates the angular rate
using pressure differences between a symmetric pair of
pressure sensors. Choosing a symmetric pair steers the
vehicle to zero angle of attack. Meanwhile, the recur-
sive Bayesian filter assimilates distributed pressure dif-
ference measurements and produces an estimate of
the free stream flowspeed. After sufficient settling
time, we collect 500 samples from each IPMC sensor
and compute the standard deviation from each sen-
sorʼs samples. We record the estimated flowspeed,
zero angle of attack, and standard deviation from each
of theNf= 8 IPMC sensors, which comprises sufficient
data for all eight IPMC sensors at one flow condition
combination in equation (15). Next, a pair of pressure
sensors is chosen to stabilize a non-zero angle of
attack, which we calculate analytically using the uni-
form potential flow model. After sufficient settling
time we repeat the data collection and flowspeed esti-
mation to produce an additional flow condition for
equation (15). We repeat the process for all remaining

non-symmetric sensor pairs for a given flowspeed,
then change the free stream flowspeed and repeat the
estimation and data collection procedure for all sensor
pairs. The process produces a sufficient number of
data points to calculate the optimal coefficients
a b( , )k k in equation (15) for all =k N1 ,..., f IPMC

sensors. This paper considers three pressure sensor
pair combinations corresponding to the pressure sen-
sors located on the surface of the foil with polar angles

° − °(156.3 , 156.3 ), ° − °(170.7 , 156.3 ), and
° − °(156.3 , 170.7 ) whose analytical zero pressure dif-

ferences correspond to °0 , °5.1 , and − °5.1 angles of
attack, respectively.

5. Experimental results

This section presents experimental results generated
using the hardware described in section 4 and the
estimation algorithms in section 3. Sections 5.1 and
5.2 present experimental and numerical results for
bio-inspired rheotaxis and station holding,
respectively.

Figure 5. (a) The position of sensors and sensor pair combinations used in the bootstrapping calibration procedure. (b) Experimental
and theoretical pressure differences as a function of angle of attack for each pressure sensor pairing in (a). Shaded regions represent
one standard deviation of the experimentalmeasurements.
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A key benefit of the multi-sensor, multi-modal
artificial lateral line presented in this work is its
robustness to individual sensor or modal failure.
Because of the distributed nature of the sensing array,
failure of a single sensor will decrease estimation per-
formance, but not inhibit operation. Likewise, loss of
an entire sensingmodality (e.g., all eight IPMC sensors
or all four pressure sensors) will not inhibit operation
of the estimation scheme—though it would decrease
performance. Moreover, the recursive Bayesian
approach extends previous results [21, 22] by allowing
non-symmetric and/or optimized sensor configura-
tions and incorporating potential flow theory for
model-based estimation as opposed to empirical or
heuristicmeasurementmodels.

5.1. Experimental demonstration of rheotactic
control
This section uses the estimated flowfield parameters
from the recursive Bayesian filter in a dynamic feed-
back controller that stabilizes the vehicle about a
desired angle of attack αdes, which can have values
other than zero. Rheotaxis corresponds to α = 0des ,
when the foil orients upstream. Assuming the motion
of the body is governed by (5) and the cross-stream
position is held fixed (i.e., =u 01 ), we design the

control Ω=u u ( ˆ )2 2 uni using feedback of the para-

meter estimates Ω α= Uˆ ( ˆ , ˆ)uni [31]. Suppose the
estimated angle of attack can be modeled as
α α ψ= +ˆ , where the perturbation ψ ζ⩽| | is
bounded [31]. Using a proportional control [31]

α α= − >α ( )u t K K( ) ˆ , 0, (17)2 des

gives the closed-loop equation

α α α ψ= − +α ( )K˙ ( ) . (18)des

The Lyapunov function α α= −V ( ) 2des
2 reveals

that, if ψ = 0 and α =˙ 0des , then the quantity
α α− = 0des is exponentially stable (see, e.g. [39, page
114]). For ψ ≠ 0, α t( ) is uniformly, ultimately
bounded for ψ ζ⩽| | with ultimate bound
α α ζ− ⩽ αt K| ( ) |des [39, page 347]. That is, by
increasing αK the steady-state error α α−| |des

decreases.
We utilize the calibration procedure of section 4.4

to represent each IPMC sensor measurement as a
measurement of the square of the component of the
flow normal to the sensor at each sensor location.
Assimilating the IPMC flow measurements and pres-
sure-difference measurements into the recursive
Bayesian filter provides an estimate of the free stream
flowspeed and angle of attack of the body over time.
Experiments have shown that even after inhibiting
measurements from either modality the estimation
performance is still sufficient for performing
rheotaxis.

The estimated angle of attack is used in the feed-
back control algorithm (17) to steer the vehicle toward

a desired angle of attack. We assume pressure-differ-
ence and IPMCmeasurement variances of σ = 80 Pap

2

and σ = −0.03 m sIPMC
2 1, respectively. The controller

gain is K = 0.2 and the control and estimation loop
runs at∼5 Hz.

Figure 6 illustrates experimental results of the
flowfield estimation and control for rheotaxis under
step inputs to the desired angle of attack. Figure 6(a)
illustrates the marginal probability density5 of the
angle of attack estimation plotted versus time for a 75 s
experiment. The color scale represents the one-
dimensional probability density, where red areas
represent larger probability density and blue areas
denote the opposite. The dashed white line corre-
sponds to the desired angle of attack (αdes) versus time,
whereas the magenta and solid white lines correspond
to the estimated (α̂) and actual (α) angles of attack,
respectively. Figure 6(b) shows the marginal prob-
ability density of the free stream flowspeed estimation
versus time along with the actual (solid white) and
estimated (dashed magenta) flowspeed. Note that as
the recursive Bayesian filter converges to the actual
angle of attack and flowspeed, the control algorithm
steers the vehicle to the desired orientation, as illu-
strated by the distribution of probability density near
the desired values.

Figures 6(c) and (d) illustrate the performance of
the closed-loop system for regulation of angle of
attack. Figure 6(c) shows the absolute error between
the desired, estimated, and actual angles of attack ver-
sus time. The solid black line illustrates the absolute
error between the actual and estimated angles of
attack, whereas the dashed red and dashed blue lines
denote the absolute error between the desired angle of
attack and the estimated and actual angles of attack,
respectively. The vertical dashed black lines denote the
time instance when the desired angle of attack changes
and the desired angle of attack is shown in each parti-
tioned time frame. Note in figure 6(c) that after an
initial transient phase the coupled estimation and con-
trol strategy maintains angle of attack error within five
degrees, and within three degrees for the majority of
the simulation. The largest error occurs after the tran-
sition from α = − °10des to α = °10des , which may be
attributed to themodel and calibration error discussed
in section 4.3. Note in figure 6(d) that the free stream
flowspeed estimation error remains within 0.02 m s−1

throughout the experiment.

5.2. Experimental demonstration of station holding
control
This section presents experimental results of the
station holding control using the obstacle wake model
(4). We implement a recursive Bayesian filter to
estimate a subset of the obstacle flowfield parameters
Ω = y d( , )obs obs , where yobs is the cross-stream

5
The marginal probability density is achieved by summing a multi-

dimensional probability density over a subset of dimensions.
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Figure 6.Experimental implementation offlow sensing and control for rheotaxis. (a)Marginal probability density of angle of attack
plotted versus timewith actual (solidwhite), estimated (dashedmagenta), and desired (dashedwhite) angles of attack. (b)Marginal
probability density of free streamflowspeed estimation plotted versus timewith actual (solidwhite) and estimated (dashedmagenta)
free stream flowspeeds. (c) Absolute error between the desired, actual, and estimated angles of attack versus time. (d) Absolute error
between the actual and estimated free streamflowspeed versus time.

Figure 7.Experimental implementation of station holding estimation and control.Marginal probability density of (a) cross-stream
position and (b) obstacle diameter plotted versus timewith actual (solidwhite) and estimated (dashedmagenta) quantities. The
dashedwhite line shows =y 0obs corresponding towhen the foil lies directly behind the obstacle. (c) Absolute error between
estimated, actual, and desired cross-streampositions and (d) actual and estimated obstacle diameter.
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position and d is the diameter of the obstacle. The
estimated cross-stream position is used to steer the
vehicle behind the obstacle. The free stream flowspeed
and upstream position of the obstacle are assumed to
be known.

The flow conditions behind an obstacle at moder-
ate to high Reynolds number are inherently unsteady
and turbulent due to viscous effects, which are not
modeled by potential flow theory. High-fidelity com-
putational fluid dynamic models produce a more rea-
listic representation of the fluid motion behind an
obstacle, but require significant computation not sui-
table for real-time estimation. The model error intro-
duced using potential flowmay cause estimation error
and even filter divergence. However, previous work
has shown that potential flow theory captures the gen-
eral time-average wake structure [23, 28, 29] of the
wake, which is sufficient for estimating the cross-
stream position of the obstacle given measurements
from themulti-modal artificial lateral line and the spa-
tial and temporal assimilation properties of the recur-
sive filter. Here we use the potential flow model (4),
extending previous potential flowmodeling in [23], to
include the presence of a foil and estimate the cross-
streamposition of the foil relative to the obstacle.

For station holding control, let the angle of attack
be held fixed (i.e.,α = 0, =u 02 ) to facilitate design of

the control Ω=u u ( ˆ )1 1 obs using feedback of the esti-
mated cross-stream obstacle position ŷobs. Similar to
the rheotactic control, suppose the estimated cross-
stream position of the obstacle can be modeled as

ψ= +y yôbs obs , where the perturbation ψ ζ⩽| | is
bounded.We employ the proportional control

= >u t K y K( ) ˆ , 0, (19)s s1 obs

giving the closed-loop equation for cross-stream
obstacle position relative to the streamlined body (9),

ψ= − +( )y K y˙ . (20)sobs obs

Lyapunov analysis shows that yobs(t) is exponentially
stable for ψ = 0 and uniformly, ultimately bounded
for ψ ζ⩽| | with bound ζ⩽y t K| ( )| s [39, page 347].

Figure 7 illustrates experimental results of the
flowfield estimation and control algorithms for sta-
tion-holding using the potential flow model (3) with
velocity potential (4) and cross-stream control (19).
An obstacle with diameter d = 5.08 cm was centered
5.08 cm upstream of the foil. To account for the sig-
nificant model error, we assume measurement noise
σ = −0.1 m sf

1
k

and σ = 80 Papj
for the calibrated

IPMC and pressure-difference measurements, respec-
tively. The free stream flowspeed isU=0.25m s−1.

Figure 7(a) shows themarginal probability density
of the estimated cross-stream position yobs. The solid
white line corresponds to the actual cross-stream posi-
tion, whereas the dashed white andmagenta lines cor-
respond to the desired and estimated cross-stream
positions, respectively. The initial cross-stream

position was−5.5 cm. Figure 7(c) illustrates the abso-
lute error between the actual and estimated cross-
stream position (solid black) versus time as well as the
absolute error between the desired cross-stream posi-
tion and the estimated (dashed red) and actual
(dashed blue) cross-stream positions. Note that
despite the estimation error, the feedback control
steers the foil to within 1 cm position error, as shown
by the dashed blue line infigure 7(c).

Figure 7(b) shows themarginal probability density
of the estimated obstacle diameter. The estimated dia-
meter is illustrated by the dashed magenta line,
whereas the actual obstacle diameter is illustrated by
the solid white line. Note that the recursive filter sig-
nificantly overestimates the diameter of the obstacle.
This error may be attributed to unmodeled viscous
and boundary layer effects that cause the wake of the
obstacle to be larger than that predicted by potential
flow theory. Measurements emulating a larger obsta-
cle in the potential flow model affect the maximum
likelihood estimate.

6. Conclusion

This paper describes the design and implementation
of a multi-modal artificial lateral line for flow sensing
and feedback control of an underwater vehicle.We use
potential flow theory tomodel theflow around a foil in
a uniform flow and in the presence of an upstream
obstacle. Using the fluid model, we derive a measure-
ment model consisting of local flow velocity and
pressure-difference measurements inspired by the
superficial and canal neuromasts of the fish lateral line.
We design theoretically justified Bayesian filtering
strategies based on the potential flow and measure-
ment model to estimate properties of the flow for use
in feedback control. A recursive Bayesian filter high-
lights the complementary nature of flow velocity and
pressure difference measurements for estimating the
flowspeed and angle of attack of a streamlined foil. In
addition, we present a recursive Bayesian filter for
estimating the cross-streamposition of an obstacle in a
moderate to high Reynolds number environment
where the wake of the obstacle is turbulent. The
estimated flow properties motivate the design of feed-
back control strategies to steer an underwater vehicle
for bio-inspired behaviors including (positive) rheo-
taxis and station-holding. We steer the vehicle using
proportional feedback control to a desired angle of
attack or cross-streamposition behind the obstacle.

This paper also presents the design and fabrication
of an underwater robotic prototype outfitted with an
artificial lateral line composed of eight IPMC flow sen-
sors and four pressure sensors. We describe a novel
bootstrapping methodology using pressure-difference
measurements to calibrate the IPMC sensors for mea-
suring flow velocity. Assimilating measurements from
the calibrated artificial lateral line into an automatic
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control system that includes a two-degree-of-freedom
gantry system experimentally demonstrates the rheo-
taxis and station holding control and estimation algo-
rithms in aflow channel.

The robustness of the control algorithm to estima-
tion error is the subject of ongoing work. We also seek
to adapt the experimental procedure and sensor con-
figuration in order to detect the presence of vortices
shed from an upstream obstacle at low Reynolds num-
bers. Current work employs dye-injection techniques
to visualize the formation of shed vortices to better
understand the sensor signature created on the artifi-
cial lateral line due to oncoming vortical structures.
We also seek to derive flowfield estimation and control
algorithms for high-fidelity flowfield and vehiclemod-
els, including models with coupled kinematics of the
vehicleʼs angle of attack and cross-stream position. In
addition, we continue to refine the fabrication and
manufacturing process of the IPMC sensors in order
to miniaturize each sensor while maintaining or
improving the robustness of the array.
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